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1National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MarylandABSTRACT To segregate chromosomes during cell division, microtubules that form the bipolar spindle attach to and pull on
paired chromosome kinetochores. The spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC) is activated at unattached and misattached kineto-
chores to prevent further mitotic progression. The SAC is silenced after all the kinetochores establish proper and stable attach-
ment to the spindle. Robust timing of SAC silencing after the last kinetochore-spindle attachment herein dictates the fidelity of
chromosome segregation. Chromosome missegregation is rare in typical somatic cell mitosis, but frequent in cancer cell mitosis
and in meiosis I of mammalian oocytes. In the latter cases, SAC is normally activated in response to disruptions of kinetochore-
spindle attachments, suggesting that frequent chromosome missegregation ensues from faulty SAC silencing. In-depth under-
standing of how SAC silencing malfunctions in these cases is yet missing, but is believed to hold promise for treatment of cancer
and prevention of humanmiscarriage and birth defects. We previously established a spatiotemporal model that, to the best of our
knowledge, explained the robustness of SAC silencing in normal mitosis for the first time. In this article, we take advantage of the
whole-cell perspective of the spatiotemporal model to identify possible causes of chromosome missegregation out of the distinct
features of spindle assembly exhibited by cancer cells and mammalian oocytes. The model results explain why multipolar spin-
dle could inhibit SAC silencing and spindle pole clustering could promote it—albeit accompanied by more kinetochore attach-
ment errors. The model also eliminates geometric factors as the cause for nonrobust SAC silencing in oocyte meiosis, and
instead, suggests atypical kinetochore-spindle attachment in meiosis as a potential culprit. Overall, the model shows that
abnormal spindle-pole formation and its aberrant coordination with atypical kinetochore-spindle attachments could compromise
the robustness of SAC silencing. Our model highlights systems-level coupling between kinetochore-spindle attachment and
spindle-pole formation in SAC silencing.INTRODUCTIONAs a key foundation of eukaryotic life, chromosome segre-
gation during cell mitosis passes complete copies of all
nuclear genetic information equally to each of two
daughter cells (1). The chromosome segregation process
is mediated by a bipolar spindle comprising microtubules.
Each chromosome consists of two duplicate sister chroma-
tids to be segregated; before separating sister chromatids,
spindle microtubules must first establish stable connec-
tions with each chromatid via its outer centromere layer,
the kinetochore. Otherwise, chromosome loss or lagging
could occur and lead to aneuploidy—aberrancy in chro-
mosome number; and aneuploidy can lead to a plethora
of pathological conditions (2–4). Normally, unattached
and misattached kinetochores activate the mitotic spindle
assembly checkpoint (SAC)—a robust surveillance mech-
anism that prevents mitotic progression and chromosome
segregation until each chromosome establishes a stable,
bipolar attachment with the spindle microtubules (5).
Evidently, accurate chromosome segregation hinges on
the robust timing of SAC silencing after the last kineto-Submitted June 2, 2015, and accepted for publication October 21, 2015.
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signaling, chromosome missegregation is rare in normal
somatic cell mitosis (5,6).
Under some conditions, however, the cell loses the strin-
gent control by SAC and suffers high risk of chromosome
segregation error. In this work we address two cases of
broad biomedical significance—cancer cell mitosis and
mammalian oocyte meiosis. Cancer cell mitosis is subject
to frequent chromosome missegregation and aneuploidy
(2,4,7). Consequently, most cancer cell lines suffer chromo-
somal instability, the result of elevated chromosome misse-
gregation rate (2,4,7). Chromosomal instability is associated
with poor prognosis and drug resistance (7–9). Additionally,
during meiosis I (the first cycle of reduction division) in
mammalian oocytes, chromosome segregation is notori-
ously error-prone (3,10); the chromosomes could segregate
even when one or more chromosomes are unaligned or not
attached to the spindle (11–15). Notably, meiosis I errors ac-
count for most spontaneous miscarriages and birth defects in
humans (3).
Frequent chromosome missegregation and aneuploidy in
cancer cells and mammalian oocytes result from SAC mal-
functioning. Proper SAC functioning relies both on SAC
activation in response to disruptions of kinetochore-spindlehttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2015.10.024
Aberrant Spindle Assembly and Aneuploidy 2419attachments and timely SAC inactivation when all the kinet-
ochores establish stable connection with the spindle. Prob-
lems in either of the two phases could incur faulty SAC.
In cancer cells and oocyte meiosis, SAC activation is effec-
tive, as evidenced by SAC-dependent delay of mitotic/
meiotic exit upon spindle disruptions in these cells (16–
20). Therefore, chromosome missegregation likely stems
from compromised robustness in the timing of SAC
silencing. But exactly how and why SAC silencing becomes
unreliable remains a mystery. Understanding these ques-
tions is believed to be an important step toward treatment
of cancers and prevention of human miscarriage and birth
defects.
In this work, we investigate through theoretical modeling
how robust timing of SAC silencing could be compromised
in cancer cells and mammalian oocyte meiosis I. To study
nonrobust SAC silencing, we take advantage of our previ-
ously established theoretical model that specifically and
uniquely accounts for the robustness of SAC silencing in
normal mitosis (21). The key insight gained from the model
is that the entire mitotic spindle apparatus—comprising ki-
netochores, spindle microtubules, and spindle poles—coor-
dinates to encode kinetochore attachments into a highly
nonlinear concentration signal at the spindle pole. A dra-
matic boost in spindle pole signal that only occurs upon
the stable spindle attachment of the last kinetochore serves
as the noise-proof trigger for SAC silencing. This signaling
mechanism is in contrast to the traditional view that SAC
silencing results from gradual loss of SAC activation
upon each kinetochore attachment. Our model elucidates
the functional role of the spatiotemporal patterns of SAC
proteins evidenced in mitosis (22–25): the spatiotemporal
regulation mediates robust signal to time SAC silencing af-
ter and only after the last kinetochore-spindle attachment
forms. Furthermore, because it delineates the whole mitotic
spindle in SAC signaling, our model provides a useful plat-
form to study the effects of spindle organization on SAC
silencing.
Here, we leverage the previous model to study the origins
of nonrobust SAC silencing in cancer cell mitosis and
mammalian oocyte meiosis I. Within the scope of spatio-
temporal regulation addressed by the model, this work fo-
cuses on how unusual features of the spindle apparatus
evidenced in cancer cells and mammalian oocytes affect
the SAC silencing signal. The model results explain why
the multipolar spindle commonly found in cancer cells in-
hibits SAC silencing, whereas spindle pole clustering pro-
motes SAC silencing (16). The model also suggests that in
mammalian oocyte meiosis, nonrobust timing of SAC
silencing is not likely caused by large sizes of the cell and
the spindle, but is probably caused by the meiosis-specific
kinetochore-spindle attachments. This theoretical study in-
troduces a spatiotemporally based angle of view toward un-
derstanding questions of biomedical significance in cancer
cell biology and oocyte biology.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Model setup
We briefly outline here the setup of our spatiotemporal model for robust
SAC silencing in typical somatic cell mitosis. The model is developed in
two stages: the core transport model that only concerns the spatiotemporal
patterning of SAC components, and the full transport-reaction model that
additionally incorporates a simplistic biochemical pathway for SAC
silencing (21). While the model is built upon well-established experimental
observations, it provides a systemwide perspective beyond these facts and
exposes the roles of individual parts of the mitotic apparatus in SAC
silencing (Fig. 1).
The core transport-only model recapitulates the common spatiotemporal
pattern of SAC components observed in mitosis. The model hinges on the
differences between the unattached and attached kinetochores induced by
kinetochore tension. Kinetochore tension refers to the force imposed by mi-
crotubules on an attached kinetochore. The kinetochore tension pulls the
kinetochore away from the Aurora B kinase-enriched inner centromere re-
gion, and thus reduces the local mitotic kinase activities at the kinetochore
(26–28). The kinase activity at the kinetochore controls recruitment and
transport activation of SAC components as elaborated in the list below.
In the model, specifically, changes in the corresponding rates of SAC
recruitment and transport activation are used to phenomenologically char-
acterize the kinetochore attachment and tension. The effects of kinetochore
tension, together with basic cytoskeleton-mediated spatial dynamics of the
SAC components, translate to the following key model assumptions that
make up the simplest model retaining the essence of reality (Fig. 1 A).
Detailed formulation of the model is given in Appendix A.
1) The kinetochore-localized mitotic kinase activity promotes recruitment
of SAC component to the kinetochore (27,29,30). An unattached kinet-
ochore, associated with stronger kinase activity, thus assumes a much
larger recruitment rate for SAC components than an attached kineto-
chore does. This assumption is in line with the observation that SAC pro-
teins are highly concentrated at unattached kinetochores, yet depleted
from attached ones (31–35).
2) Dynein-mediated poleward streams of SAC components emanate from
the attached kinetochores (22–25), whereas dynein activity is inhibited
by high kinase activity at the unattached kinetochores (36). To simulate
this difference, the model assumes two distinct states in the SAC com-
ponents: 1) diffusive proteins that emanate from the unattached kineto-
chores and diffuse in the cytoplasm, and 2) streaming proteins that
emanate from the attached kinetochores and stream toward the spindle
poles. Because the kinases and the antagonistic phosphatases that con-
trol dynein-mediated poleward streaming are concentrated at the kinet-
ochores (36,37), the model further assumes that conversion between the
diffusive and streaming states occurs only at the kinetochores. This
assumption reproduces the observation that poleward streams emanate
from nowhere in the cell but the attached kinetochores (22–25).
3) The streaming SAC components, in the form of dynein-cargo com-
plexes, undergo constant binding and unbinding with the microtubules;
the binding rate to microtubules depends on local microtubule density.
The model incorporates a microtubule density field that depicts both
the spindle and astral microtubules (see Appendix A). The spindle de-
fines a compartment that concentrates the streaming proteins through
the combined effect of dense microtubule network, spindle matrix,
and peri-spindle membranous structures (38,39). Additionally, the
dynein-cargo complexes that reach the spindle pole are partially seques-
tered through binding/unbinding dynamics.
The model predicts a step change in the concentration of SAC compo-
nents at the spindle pole after the final kinetochore attachment (21). The
big jump in spindle pole accumulation of SAC components could provide
a noise-proof trigger for SAC silencing after and only after the final kinet-
ochore-spindle attachment (Fig. 1 A). The big jump occurs because the
poleward streaming from the attached kinetochores is strongly divertedBiophysical Journal 109(11) 2418–2435
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FIGURE 1 Summary of spatiotemporal model for SAC silencing. (KT) Kinetochore; (SP) spindle pole. (A) Illustrative summary of the model for spatio-
temporal regulation of SAC components. (Upper-left panel) Streaming of SAC components (pink square) from attached kinetochores (black ovals) is
strongly diverted by any unattached kinetochore (green ovals). Unattached kinetochores channel streaming proteins to the diffusive state (green square).
(Upper-right panel) After all kinetochores are attached, strong, undiverted poleward flux causes significant accumulation of SAC components at the spindle
pole. The signal could serve as robust trigger for SAC silencing, which then propagates from the spindle pole throughout the cell. For clarity, fluxes of mitotic
proteins are only shown for two pairs of kinetochores in the foreground. Distribution of the squares does not reflect spatial distribution of SAC components.
(Translucent magenta arrows) Flux of streaming proteins. (Translucent green arrows) Flux of diffusive proteins. (Solid magenta arrows) Proteins streaming
poleward along microtubules. (Black curly arrows) Streaming proteins binding/unbinding with microtubules. (Gray straight arrows) Microtubule minus-ends
are organized toward the spindle pole and plus-ends away from the spindle pole. (Lower panel) Spindle pole accumulation of SAC components as a function
of kinetochore-spindle attachments (magenta solid line). The last kinetochore attachment boosts the spindle pole signal above the threshold and triggers SAC
silencing. Index for signal robustness, the jump ratio, is defined as the ratio between the steady-state spindle pole signals after and before the last kinetochore
attachment (i.e., length ofmagenta arrow divided by length of gray arrow). (B) Geometry for model simulation. As a simplification, each kinetochore domain
in the model represents a compartment that characterizes the status of chromosome-spindle attachment. Without loss of generality, the model geometry in-
cludes 10 kinetochore domains located at the equator of the spindle. (For brevity, we will call the kinetochore domain ‘‘kinetochore’’ throughout the article.)
(C) Biochemical feedback among SAC components. (Black) Cyclin B, APC/C, and SAC proteins exhibit identical spatiotemporal patterns governed by the
spatiotemporal model in (A). (Purple) Trigger factor constantly concentrates at the spindle pole. After threshold cyclin B level activates the trigger factor
(red arrow), the factor stays active via autoactivation even after cyclin B is depleted from the spindle pole. (D) Cyclin B level at the spindle pole serves
as trigger signal for SAC silencing (upper panel). After SAC silencing is triggered at the spindle pole, cyclin B is quickly depleted from the spindle
pole. Degradation of cyclin B then propagates throughout the whole cell (lower panel).
2420 Chen and Liuby the unattached kinetochores (21) (green arrows in Fig. 1 A). Mechanis-
tically, most of the dyneins (and hence the streaming SAC components) fall
off the spindle before reaching the spindle pole; they could then revisit the
kinetochores. The larger recruitment power of the unattached kineto-
chores—conferred by low kinetochore tension—strongly biases the recruit-
ment onto the unattached kinetochores, instead of the attached ones. At the
unattached kinetochores the dynein activity is turned off and the SAC com-
ponents stop streaming. Taken together, the preferential recruitment onto
the unattached kinetochores effectually diverts the poleward stream of
SAC components, persistently preventing it from entering the spindle
pole. Upon the last kinetochore-spindle attachment, the now unchallenged
poleward stream results in a dramatic boost in the spindle pole accumula-
tion of SAC components (Fig. 1 A). Heuristically, the jump ratio that char-Biophysical Journal 109(11) 2418–2435acterizes the signal robustness for SAC silencing (Fig. 1 A) can be roughly
estimated from the dynamic rates of protein exchange at the kinetochores
(see the Supporting Note in the Supporting Material). In particular, a large
jump ratio hinges on weak recruitment at the attached kinetochore.
Equipped with the large jump ratio from the transport model, the full
transport-reaction model additionally incorporates a minimalist SAC
silencing-pathway (Fig. 1 C and Appendix B) derived from experimental
observations. The pathway consists of three key biochemical components:
SAC protein, cyclin B, and APC/C. Cyclin B and APC/C follow the same
spatiotemporal patterns as SAC proteins (40–42). The three mitotic players
form a feedback loop. Cyclin B promotes activities of SAC proteins (43–45)
and APC/C (46,47). SAC inhibits APC/C activity (5). Active APC/C de-
grades cyclin B (5) and inhibits SAC activity (48,49). When the spindle
Aberrant Spindle Assembly and Aneuploidy 2421pole-localized cyclin B concentration rises above a threshold (Fig. 1, A and
C), the model assumes that it irreversibly activates a trigger factor at the
spindle pole. The active trigger factor then activates APC/C and initiates cy-
clin B degradation and SAC inactivation (Fig. 1 D). The dramatic concen-
tration boost at the spindle pole upon the final kinetochore attachment
ensures accurate and robust timing of SAC silencing.
We note that neither the specific threshold value of spindle pole accumu-
lation nor the identity of the trigger factor has strong experimental sup-
port—they are pure model assumptions. SAC silencing cannot be
triggered from the spindle pole when the threshold value is too high,
whereas it occurs prematurely when the threshold value is too low. Never-
theless, we would like to emphasize that, as far as we can tell, our model
proposes the first mechanism capable for robust SAC silencing. Other sem-
inal models in the field (50–53), while greatly contributing to quantitative
understanding of SAC functions, do not have the capacity to account for
robust SAC silencing. While providing a feasible proposal for robust
SAC silencing does not validate our model, it does provide interesting pre-
dictions waiting for future experimental testing. With this perspective, we
now set out to theorize the potential reasons that robust timing of SAC
silencing becomes compromised in cancer cell mitosis and meiosis I of
mammalian oocytes.RESULTS
Abnormal spindle configuration could affect SAC
silencing in cancer cell mitosis
In cancer cell mitosis, SAC signaling unexpectedly responds
to aberrant spindle morphology (16). Cancer cell mitosis, un-
like normal somatic cell mitosis, often occurs with supernu-
merary centrosomes that initially form a multipolar spindle
(54). Yet progression of multipolar division is hindered by
active SAC signal (16). Interestingly, cancer cells manage
pseudo-bipolar divisions by clustering the supernumerary
centrosomes into two poles (55,56). Such pseudo-bipolar di-
vision frequently incurs chromosome missegregation
(55,56), as multipolar spindles tend to harbor significantly
more merotelic kinetochore attachments than normal bipolar
spindles do (55,56). A merotelic attachment is a defective
kinetochore-spindle attachment wherein one kinetochore is
attached to both spindle poles (57). Merotelic attachments
mostly evade the SAC in normal mitosis (58) probably
because the corresponding kinetochore tension is still suffi-
cient to cause the depletion of SAC components from the
kinetochore (57). During pseudo-bipolar divisions, chromo-
somes segregate while a significant number of merotelic at-
tachments persist, causing frequent lagging chromosomes
and missegregation (6,55,56). In a sense, the pseudo-bipolar
division prevents massive, often fatal, chromosome misse-
gregation at the price of minor missegregation caused by
chromosome lagging. Therefore, forcing fatal multipolar di-
vision is a potential cancer therapy under discussion (16,59);
and effectiveness of such therapy entails SAC silencing in the
multipolar spindle. Here, we aim to understand 1) the mech-
anisms that prevent SAC silencing in multipolar spindles
even though the SAC is insensitive against the erroneous
merotelic kinetochore attachment, and 2) the dependence
of SAC silencing on spindle pole configurations.We first use our transport-only model to investigate the
influence of spindle configuration on accumulation of
SAC components at spindle poles. Specifically, we modify
the spindle geometry in the transport-only model to reflect
the initial multipolar configuration and the intermediate
states en route to pseudo-bipolarity (Fig. 2, A and B), while
maintaining all the other features and parameters of the
model as those for normal bipolar spindles (see Tables S1
and S2). For now, we put aside the potential effect of mer-
otelic attachments, and assume stable kinetochore-spindle
attachments in all kinetochores. The model results show
that each spindle pole in a multipolar spindle accumulates
lesser amount of SAC components than does each pole in
a bipolar spindle (Fig. 2 A). This difference emerges because
multiple spindle poles diverge the poleward flux into multi-
ple directions, and hence the flux in each direction is weak-
ened (Fig. 2 C). The divergence of poleward flux could
explain the mitotic arrest in a multipolar spindle even if
all the kinetochore-spindle attachments are stable. However,
clustering of spindle poles causes adjacent spindle arrays to
overlap (Fig. 2 B), which leads to confluence of previously
separated poleward fluxes (Fig. 2 D). Merging of poleward
fluxes significantly boosts the concentration of SAC compo-
nents at the clustered spindle pole and could thus trigger
SAC silencing (Fig. 2 B).
To obtain a more realistic sense of the SAC silencing
caused by centrosome clustering, we simulate the full trans-
port-reaction model (21) with the multipolar geometries and
the intermediate states en route to pseudo-bipolarity. Here
we ignore the dynamic process of centrosome clustering,
and simulate each intermediate state as geometrically static.
This approximation could make the results of intermediate
states less accurate, but it does not change the eventual
outcome of the centrosome clustering process. This is
because whether SAC silences critically depends upon the
steady-state signal level at the spindle poles in the final spin-
dle configuration. Besides, centrosomes cluster much more
slowly (approximately subhour) than SAC components are
transported in the spindle (approximately minutes). One
would thus expect the signal pattern to roughly follow the
sequence in Fig. 2 B during a realistic centrosome clustering
process.
Following our previous work (21), we use cyclin B con-
centration as the readout for SAC silencing during centro-
some clustering (Fig. 3 A). In a tripolar spindle that
eventually remodels into a pseudo-bipolar spindle, the
model predicts that the pole with two centrosomes attracts
stronger poleward flux, and accumulates enough cyclin B
(as spindle pole signal, see Fig. 1 C) to trigger SAC
silencing (Fig. 3 A). Our finding thus sheds light on the
signaling role of centrosome clustering: it pools distributed,
weakened poleward flux into a strong flux, which yields a
strong signal at the clustered pole to trigger SAC silencing.
We note that the pseudo-bipolar spindle configuration af-
ter centrosome clustering could be sufficient, but might notBiophysical Journal 109(11) 2418–2435
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FIGURE 2 Poleward fluxes of SAC components diverge in multipolar spindle until spindle-pole clustering causes fluxes to converge. (KT) Kinetochore;
(SP) spindle pole. (A) Spindle pole signal in multipolar spindles before and after the final kinetochore attachment. (B) Final steady-state signals at the spindle
pole for each intermediate spindle configuration during spindle pole clustering. Microtubule density in the overlapped spindle area (heavier red shade) is
doubled (see Appendix C). (A and B) Computations are performed on static geometries with examples given in the cartoons. (Magenta arrows on cartoons)
Streaming proteins flux toward the spindle poles. (Dashed lines on plots) Signal threshold at spindle pole necessary to trigger SAC silencing. (C and D)
Poleward flux intensities in multipolar spindles (C) and spindle pole clustering (D). (Color maps) Absolute flux intensity of streaming proteins at the trans-
verse plane through the spindle poles. Flux intensity quickly decreases away from the spindle pole. The crescents right outside the spindle pole show the
difference between flux intensities in different cases. In all simulations, the kinetochore positions are chosen to maximize symmetry; the geometry is
then reduced according to the symmetry to improve computational efficiency. This treatment is viable because the model results barely depend on the po-
sitions of the kinetochores inside the spindle (Fig. S1).
2422 Chen and Liube necessary to trigger SAC silencing. The bottom line is: as
long as one spindle pole gets sufficient accumulation, it will
trigger SAC silencing. In the tripolar spindle configuration
that lacks centrosome clustering, for instance, the steady-
state spindle pole accumulation of SAC components is
generally below the threshold value that triggers SAC
silencing (Fig. 2 A), but large stochastic fluctuations (e.g.,
~20% of the steady-state level) could temporarily raise spin-
dle pole accumulation above the threshold and trigger SAC
silencing, although with only small probability (Fig. 3 B).
Alternatively, if for some reason SAC components turn
over at the spindle poles more slowly in the cell, the multi-
polar spindle could also achieve sufficient spindle pole
accumulation steadily to trigger SAC silencing (Fig. 3 C),
conferring multipolar cell division. More interestingly,
when several but not all centrosomes cluster sufficiently toBiophysical Journal 109(11) 2418–2435achieve a strong spindle pole signal, SAC silencing may
also be triggered with some poles left unclustered. For
instance, the tetrapolar spindle may successfully trigger
SAC silencing with only two spindle poles clustered,
amounting to a pseudo-tripolar division (Fig. S3). These
predictions are in line with the experimental observations
that cancer cells as well as normal cells could undergo
viable multipolar divisions under certain conditions (60–
62). Taken together, we suggest that the key to SAC
silencing is sufficient spindle pole accumulation of SAC
components, and centrosome clustering is one of the
possible ways leading to sufficient accumulation in multi-
polar spindles.
In addition, the status of kinetochore-spindle attachment
is also important for spindle pole accumulation of SAC
components. According to our model, the whole mitotic
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FIGURE 3 SAC silencing with asymmetric spindle pole clustering and merotelic kinetochore attachments. (KT) Kinetochore; (SP) spindle pole. (A)
Spatiotemporal pattern of cyclin B during spindle pole clustering. (i and ii) Steady-state cyclin B pattern before and after the last kinetochore attachment.
Cyclin B degradation is not triggered, and the patterns persist. (iii) Cyclin B pattern with two clustered spindle poles right before SAC silencing is triggered.
(iv–vi) Propagation of cyclin B degradation with two clustered spindle poles. (B) Probability of SAC silencing and anaphase onset in a multipolar spindle in
the presence of signal noise at the spindle pole. Results from 100 stochastic simulations. Error bars show mean5 SE estimated via the Wald method. (C)
Phase diagram of mitotic fate given degrees of spindle pole clustering and dissociation rates of SAC components from the spindle pole (koffSP; see Table S1).
(D) Illustration of the effect of merotelic attachment on kinetochore tension. Normal tension with amphitelic attachment pulls the outer kinetochore away
from the inner centromere, where kinase activity is centered. Merotelic attachment could pull part of the outer kinetochore back toward the inner centromere
region and effectively increase the kinase activity on the outer kinetochore. Kinase activity at a merotelic attachment may thus resemble that at an attached
kinetochore with weakly reduced tension. (E) Effects of reduction in kinetochore tension at one merotelically attached kinetochore on the spindle pole signal
in a normal bipolar spindle. Reduction in kinetochore tension promotes recruitment of SAC components onto the kinetochore and/or inhibits transport acti-
vation from the kinetochore. Exactly how the rates depend on kinetochore tension is unknown. (Translucent blue arrows) Examples of the rate-tension depen-
dence. For simplicity, by default the reduction of kinetochore tension first reduces the transport activation rate, and then increases the recruitment rate (bent
blue arrow, see Fig. S2 for details). (F) Phase diagram of mitotic fate given degrees of spindle pole clustering and kinetochore tension at one merotelically
attached kinetochore. (E and F) One kinetochore out of 10 is assigned the weakened tension. (B, C, and F) The anaphase onset refers to those cases in which
cyclin B is degraded within 2 h after the last kinetochore attachment; otherwise the mitotic fate is assigned as arrest.
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2424 Chen and Liuspindle is the signal mediator for SAC silencing; specif-
ically, the signal is issued by kinetochores, transmitted via
spindle microtubules, and integrated at spindle poles
(Fig. 1). Spindle pole accumulation of SAC components
hence critically depends on the transport into and out of ki-
netochores controlled by the status of kinetochore-spindle
attachments. In light of this analysis, a large number of aber-
rant, merotelic kinetochore attachments in cancer cell
mitosis may also affect SAC silencing. We thus further
use the model to investigate the effects of aberrant kineto-
chore attachments on the spatiotemporal dynamics of SAC
proteins and the timing of SAC silencing in addition to
the centrosome clustering process.
Kinetochore tension at an attached kinetochore controls
two aspects of the transport process (Fig. 1 A): 1) it serves
as a key upstream signal recruiting SAC components (26–
30), and 2) it inhibits dynein-mediated transport of SAC
components from the kinetochore (36). Therefore, merotelic
spindle-kinetochore attachments, which presumably
compromise kinetochore tension (Fig. 3 D), could increase
SAC recruitment and/or decrease poleward transport at the
kinetochore. In the model, however, the kinetochore tension
is not explicitly expressed. The exact quantitative relation-
ship between the rates and the kinetochore tension is un-
known. Therefore, we simulate the effect of merotelic
attachment using combination of different values for the
two rates (Fig. 3 E); each rate varies between its extreme
values assigned for typical attached and unattached
kinetochores.
We first examine the effect of merotelic kinetochore
attachment in normal bipolar division. We incorporate
the corresponding variations in the SAC recruitment rate
and the transport activation rate into the transport-only
model while keeping all other model parameters the
same as those for normal somatic cell mitosis, including
the bipolar spindle configuration. The simulation results
show that both increase of SAC recruitment and decrease
of transport activation at one kinetochore lower the spindle
pole accumulation (Fig. 3 E). Regardless of the exact
quantitative relationship between the rates and the kineto-
chore tension, there exists some threshold kinetochore ten-
sion, above which the spindle pole signal is still sufficient
to trigger SAC silencing. While the extreme case involving
one unattached kinetochore expectedly leads to mitotic ar-
rest (black star, Fig. 3 E) (63,64), the model results sug-
gest that small reductions in kinetochore tension from
one or a few merotelically attached kinetochores are insuf-
ficient to evoke mitotic arrest. This finding is consistent
with the observations on merotelic attachments in normal
somatic cell mitosis: 1) merotelic attachments induce
only weak, if any, reduction in kinetochore tension,
because 3F3/2, a tension-sensing marker, is depleted
from the kinetochore as from stably attached kinetochores
(58); and 2) SAC can be silenced in the presence of mer-
otelic attachments (58).Biophysical Journal 109(11) 2418–2435After examining their respective effects on SAC silencing
individually, we investigate the combined effect of centro-
some clustering and merotelic attachment on SAC silencing.
The model results show that as long as kinetochore tension
at the merotelically attached kinetochore is sufficiently
high, SAC silencing in cancer cell mitosis depends only
on centrosome clustering, and not on merotelic attachments
(Fig. 3 F). Moreover, asymmetric clustering patterns could
elevate the spindle pole signal at the more strongly clustered
pole above the level in a normal bipolar spindle (Fig. 2 B);
thus the signal at the this dominant pole may reach the
threshold for triggering SAC silencing in the presence of
more severe kinetochore attachment errors (Fig. S4). This
result proposes, to our knowledge, a novel explanation for
the existence of more merotelic attachments in cancer cell
mitosis upon anaphase onset. Certainly, a severe reduction
of kinetochore tension (Fig. 3 F) or a large number of mer-
otelic kinetochores (Fig. S4) could further delay or even
inhibit SAC silencing. Thus, mitotic exit in cancer cells
with extra centrosomes requires both centrosome clustering
and sufficient—but not necessarily thorough—correction of
kinetochore attachment errors. These model results also
suggest that while centrosome clustering could release the
cell from multipolarity-induced mitotic arrest (Figs. 2 and
3 A), anaphase onset is probably delayed due to the time
needed for centrosome clustering and partially correcting
merotelic kinetochore attachments.
Overall, we believe that our model suggests a new role of
centrosome clustering in mitotic exit of cancer cells, and un-
derscores a novel functional coordination between spindle
pole and kinetochore in SAC silencing.Nonrobust SAC silencing in meiosis I of
mammalian oocytes
Although a compromised SAC that permits deregulated pro-
liferation could be considered advantageous for survival of
cancer cells, mammalian oocytes do not gain any obvious
benefits from reduced robustness of SAC silencing. Such
nonrobust SAC silencing could result in aneuploid embryos
that either perish in uterus or develop into organisms with
severe congenital birth defects (3). What could have caused
the apparently detrimental nonrobustness in SAC silencing
to defy potential selection pressure and persist in oocyte
meiosis? Could it be a tradeoff for other necessary functions
of the meiotic process?
For mammalian oocytes, meiosis is long and complicated
(3). Oocytes commit to meiosis during fetal development,
during which the chromosomes undergo DNA replication
and recombination. Meiosis is then arrested until sexual
maturity. Upon ovulatory stimulation, some oocytes resume
and complete meiosis I, during which homologs separate
while cohesion between sister chromatids persists
(Fig. 4 A). The second meiotic division (meiosis II) occurs
only when the oocyte is fertilized. In meiosis II, cohesion
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FIGURE 4 Nonrobust SAC silencing in oocyte
meiosis I cannot result from sizing, but could
result from atypical kinetochore attachment. (A)
Comparison between somatic cell mitosis and
oocyte meiosis I. As opposed to mitosis, oocytes
in meiosis I lack centrosomes and maintain unsep-
arated sister kinetochores. (B) Geometric setting
for oocyte meiosis I. In (C–E), robustness of the
spindle pole signal is characterized by the jump
ratio as defined in Fig. 1 A. Color-labeled stars
represent progressive adjustments of parameters
for sizes and rates (details given in the following).
(C) Signal robustness at various cell sizes and
spindle sizes. (Green star) Sizes for somatic cells.
(Gray star) Cell and spindle resized to oocyte di-
mensions, and the other parameters remain so-
matic cell values. (D) Signal robustness at
various spindle pole sizes and kinetochore sizes.
(Gray star) Same as in (C). (Blue star) Cell, spin-
dle, spindle poles, and kinetochores are all resized
to oocyte dimensions. (E) Signal robustness under
varying recruitment rates and transport activation
rates at attached kinetochores. (Blue star) Same
as in (D); rates for attached kinetochores follow
those in mitosis. (Black star) Increased recruit-
ment rate and decreased transport activation rate
at attached kinetochores (see Table S3). (White
star) Rates for unattached kinetochores. (F)
Meiotic fate with different numbers of unattached
kinetochores and at various spindle pole sizes.
(White region) Anaphase onset in deterministic
simulations. (Light-gray region) Arrest in deter-
ministic simulations but anaphase onset within
25 h in stochastic simulations. (Dark-gray region)
Arrest within 25 h in stochastic simulations. (Solid
circles) Default parameter value. (Colored dots
and orange dashed line) Correspondence to cases
in (G) and (H), respectively. (G) Computed fre-
quency of premature anaphase onset with one
persistently unattached kinetochore and different
spindle pole sizes (parameters along orange
dashed line in F). Results from 24 stochastic sim-
ulations. Error bars show mean 5 SE estimated
via the Wald method. (H) Cumulative distribution
of time of oocyte meiosis I exit with respect to
germinal vesicle breakdown (GVBD) with
different numbers of persistently unattached kinet-
ochores. For each simulation, the time for meiotic
exit after GVBD ¼ 5 h mean duration for estab-
lishing kinetochore attachments after GVBD
(15,66) plus the computed time for 90% cyclin
B degradation since the last kinetochore attachment. (Line colors correspond to dot colors in F.) See Appendices D and E in the main text, and Support-
ing Materials and Methods for detailed procedure of stochastic simulations.
Aberrant Spindle Assembly and Aneuploidy 2425between sister chromatids is dissolved, allowing separation
of sister chromatids and production of haploid gametes.
While errors can occur at any stage of mammalian oogen-
esis, chromosome segregation during the first meiotic
division is notoriously error-prone (3,10). The SAC func-
tionally monitors kinetochore-spindle attachments in oocyte
meiosis I (17–20); nevertheless, mounting evidence indi-
cates that the SAC is inherently defective during this divi-
sion. SAC silencing and chromosome segregation canproceed even when a few chromosomes are unaligned or un-
attached to the spindle (11–15).
To identify factors that might compromise the robustness
of SAC silencing in mammalian oocyte meiosis, we focus
on the salient differences between the spindle apparatuses
in mammalian oocyte meiosis I and in typical somatic cell
mitosis. Mammalian oocytes are much larger than most so-
matic cells (~100 vs. ~20 mm in diameter) (Fig. 4 B). Unlike
typical mitotic cells that have centrosomes and well-focusedBiophysical Journal 109(11) 2418–2435
2426 Chen and Liuspindle poles, mammalian oocyte in meiosis I lack centro-
somes (65) (Fig. 4 A). Consequently, the oocyte spindle is
initially organized by numerous microtubule-organizing
centers (MTOC) dispersed throughout a large cytoplasm
(Fig. 4 A). It takes hours to form a bipolar spindle by
MTOC clustering (66). The resulting bipolar meiotic spin-
dle is longer in pole-to-pole length, larger in equatorial
radius, and wider in spindle-pole diameter than the spindle
in somatic cell mitosis (65) (Fig. 4 B). The persistence of
cohesion between sister chromatids renders the sister kinet-
ochores on meiosis I chromosomes a doublet that is twice as
large as mitotic kinetochores. Furthermore, instead of form-
ing end-on attachment as in normal somatic cell mitosis, the
kinetochores remain laterally attached to the spindle for
several hours onward (15,66,67). Meanwhile, depletion of
SAC proteins from the attached kinetochores occurs
extremely slowly (15,67), and some key SAC components
(e.g., Bub1) that respond to kinetochore tension persist at ki-
netochores even after homolog segregation in mammalian
oocytes (68). The persistence of SAC proteins and ten-
sion-sensing molecules at the attached kinetochores indi-
cates that kinetochore tension is likely lower in oocyte
meiosis I than in somatic mitosis, constituting another
oocyte meiosis I-specific feature.
Intrigued by these observations, we investigate how these
distinct features affect the robustness of SAC silencing. Our
original model indicates that robust SAC silencing hinges on
the large jump ratio of the spindle pole accumulation of
SAC components upon the final kinetochore-spindle attach-
ment (Fig. 1 A), which essentially represents a large signal/
noise. Herein we first use the transport-only model to
examine the effects of oocyte-specific factors on this jump
ratio.
We revise the geometric settings of the model to reflect
the geometry of oocyte meiosis I after two spindle poles
form via MTOC clustering. Typical dimensions in mamma-
lian oocytes are applied: cell diameter, 100 mm; spindle
length, 30 mm; and spindle pole diameter, 8 mm (Fig. 4
B). Additionally, each kinetochore domain assumes double
volume to represent the functional union of sister kineto-
chores in oocyte meiosis I (Fig. 4 B). All other model pa-
rameters stay the same as those for normal somatic cell
mitosis. We simulate the model in the meiotic geometry to
determine whether these geometric factors alone could ac-
count for poor signal robustness. Notably, large cell size
and relatively small spindle/cell size ratio together actually
increase the jump ratio (from green star to gray star in Fig. 4
C); however, increases in spindle pole size and kinetochore
volume reduce the jump ratio moderately (from gray star to
blue star in Fig. 4 D). The final jump ratio resulting from
these geometry changes is higher than that in mitosis (indi-
cated by blue star in Fig. 4 D). Therefore, we conclude that
geometric factors cannot account for the unstable SAC
silencing in oocyte meiosis I. This size-free robustness re-
veals a mechanistic advantage of our model: it applies toBiophysical Journal 109(11) 2418–2435cells of different sizes; moreover, these finding are in line
with the fact that oocyte meiosis II and the first zygotic
mitosis have similar cell and spindle sizes as oocyte meiosis
I (69), but are not as error-prone (70).
Now that sizing differences fail to explain low signal
robustness in oocyte meiosis I, we turn to the unique kineto-
chore-spindle attachment features in oocyte meiosis I, and
examine its effect on the jump ratio of spindle pole accumu-
lation. The meiotic kinetochores likely experience less ten-
sion than their mitotic counterparts, as suggested by
kinetochore retention of Bub1 until late anaphase of meiosis
I (68). Bub1 normally dissipates from the kinetochore in a
tension-dependent manner upon chromosome alignment
(71–73), and Bub1 mediates the association of other SAC
proteins with kinetochores (74). Therefore, we reason that
retention of Bub1 at attached kinetochores could result in a
high recruitment rate of SAC components onto these kineto-
chores; such high recruitment could explain the extremely
slow depletion of SAC proteins from attached kinetochores
in oocyte meiosis I (15,67). In the model, high recruitment
rates at attached kinetochores (Table S3) significantly reduce
the jump ratio and hence the signal robustness (from blue star
to black star in Fig. 4 E). This is because SAC components
are no longer preferentially recruited to the unattached kinet-
ochores; a single unattached kinetochore therefore cannot
sufficiently divert the poleward flux issued by numerous
attached kinetochores. Therefore, the model suggests the
atypical kinetochore-spindle attachment as the source of
nonrobust SAC silencing. This theoretical finding is corrob-
orated by a recent experimental observation that abnormal
kinetochore-spindle attachments play an important role in
aneuploidy in human oocyte meiosis I (75).
Having found that atypical kinetochore attachment alone
could compromise the robustness of SAC silencing during
meiosis I in mammalian oocytes, we next examine whether
configuration of the spindle pole—the ultimate signal inte-
grator of the spatiotemporal signaling system—interacts
with the kinetochore-mediated impact on SAC silencing.
Keeping the kinetochore tension reduced in oocyte meiosis
I, we investigate the dependence of SAC silencing robust-
ness on two factors: 1) spindle pole size, and 2) the number
of unattached kinetochores (Fig. 4 F). Stochastic simulation
results gathered from the full transport-reaction model indi-
cate that SAC silencing is ultimately gated by the spindle
pole size. That is, even after all chromosomes are properly
attached to the spindle, a larger spindle pole, which effec-
tively corresponds to the state of numerous dispersed
MTOCs, could arrest oocyte meiosis I (Fig. 4, F and G).
As dispersed MTOCs become sufficiently focused into spin-
dle poles, SAC is silenced (Fig. 4, F and G). Interestingly,
despite one or more unattached kinetochores, a hyperfo-
cused spindle pole could deterministically confer SAC
silencing (Fig. 4 F). This finding explains the unusually
high aneuploidy rate in mutant mouse oocyte meiosis I
with hyperfocused spindle poles (76). With the spindle
Aberrant Spindle Assembly and Aneuploidy 2427pole size fixed at 8 mm, which is about the average size
found in wild-type mammalian oocyte meiosis I, the model
predicts that the response of SAC silencing to the number of
unattached kinetochores becomes highly probabilistic
(Fig. 4, F and H). While one or a few unattached kineto-
chores reduce the mean spindle pole accumulation of SAC
components below the threshold for SAC silencing, such
conditions fail to permanently arrest meiosis I in the pres-
ence of stochastic noise. In other words, unattached kineto-
chores merely delay meiotic exit; having more unattached
kinetochores just leads to longer delays and a larger varia-
tion in the timing of meiotic exit (Fig. 4 H). The nonrobust-
ness stems from the low jump ratio of spindle pole signal
(Fig. 4 E). These findings propose what is, to our knowl-
edge, a novel explanation for the inherently nonrobust
SAC silencing in mammalian oocyte meiosis I (11–15).
They also align with the observation that low-dose nocoda-
zole treatment (76), which may produce a limited number of
unattached or misattached kinetochores, delays but does not
abrogate exit of mammalian oocyte meiosis I.
In sum, the model suggests that geometric factors in
mammalian oocyte meiosis I are not the cause for nonrobust
SAC silencing. Instead, high SAC recruitment rates at the
kinetochores could jeopardize signal robustness at the spin-
dle pole and account for nonrobust SAC silencing. The slow
process of MTOC clustering (spindle pole formation) and
the resulting large spindle poles could lower and delay the
spindle pole signal, thus helping to reduce meiotic error.
The model points out a functional coupling between kinet-
ochore attachments and spindle pole configuration in the
signaling for accurate chromosome segregation.DISCUSSION
Experimental research on cell division control has pro-
gressed substantially in the past three decades, and re-
searchers have defined many if not all essential molecular
interactions among key mitotic players involved in the
SACmechanism (5). Valuable knowledge obtained from ex-
periments renders this field ripe for systems-level modeling.
Theoreticians can begin to quantitatively address mecha-
nistic questions regarding the robustness of SAC silencing.
While remarkably robust in normal somatic cell division
(5,6), SAC silencing is likely compromised in other physio-
logically relevant scenarios, e.g., cancer cell mitosis and
mammalian oocyte meiosis I, as put forward in the Introduc-
tion. This variation in robustness presents a perfect testing
ground and yet remains a challenging task for modeling.
A useful model should not only recapitulate the robustness
of SAC silencing, but also explain how things go wrong
when conditions change.
Previously, we established a theoretical model that intro-
duced a spatial-regulation based mechanism for achieving
robust SAC silencing (21). This model provides, to our
knowledge, a coherent new picture of the SAC silencingprocess. In contrast to the conventional view that SAC is in-
activated directly by depleting SAC proteins from stably
attached kinetochores, the model points out the entire spin-
dle structure as signal mediator of SAC silencing (Fig. 1).
Specifically, the kinetochores mediate poleward flux that en-
codes the information about kinetochore-spindle attach-
ments; the spindle poles integrate the poleward flux, and
confer a noise-proof signal to initiate SAC silencing. The
whole-spindle perspective of our model enables us to
deduce in this work how unusual features of the division
apparatus in cancer cell mitosis and mammalian oocyte
meiosis I might compromise SAC silencing. In this regard,
other insightful model could not be used to study effects of
spindle abnormalities on SAC signaling, as they do not
incorporate the spatiotemporal regulation by the spindle.
Our model study suggests that in cancer cells with super-
numerary centrosomes, multiple spindle poles could dissi-
pate poleward flux in multiple directions and consequently
weaken the spindle pole signal sufficiently to cause mitotic
arrest (Fig. 2, A and C). Centrosome clustering could
ameliorate the spindle pole signal, and resume SAC
silencing (Figs. 2, B and D, and 3 A). In addition, centro-
some clustering coordinates with correction of merotelic
kinetochore attachments to produce sufficient spindle pole
signal for SAC silencing (Fig. 3 F). If a dominant pole arises
from asymmetric clustering, it might accumulate superflu-
ous signal, allowing more merotelic attachment errors to
slip into anaphase and hence aggravating chromosome mis-
segregation (Fig. S4). This finding underscores the impor-
tance of coordinated spindle assembly in SAC signaling.
Of course, abnormalities in cancer cells extend far beyond
supernumerary centrosomes and centrosome clustering.
Nevertheless, the model presented here constitutes a starting
point, from which we can begin to understand the role of
spindle reorganization in SAC silencing.
For mammalian oocyte meiosis I, our model suggests
that geometric factors are unlikely to cause nonrobust
SAC silencing, and that low signal robustness could stem
from increases in recruitment rate of SAC components to
meiosis I kinetochores. The resulting low signal/noise in
the spindle pole signal delays, instead of permanently
blocks, onset of anaphase I in the presence of a few unat-
tached kinetochores (Fig. 4). Additionally, the large meiotic
spindle poles that focus slowly may have prevented some
erroneous SAC silencing, whereas hyperfocused spindle
poles aggravate erroneous silencing (Fig. 4, F and G). We
suggest that nonrobust SAC silencing might be an adverse
effect of persistent cohesion between sister chromatids.
Notably, this persistent cohesion is the most important
meiosis I-specific function. Protection of cohesion between
sister chromatids requires shugoshins (77–79). Recruitment
of shugoshins to the chromosomes and kinetochores re-
quires Bub1 (77,80,81). In particular, Bub 1 keeps oocyte
meiotic-specific shugoshin-2 on the centromere until meta-
phase II (82). Therefore, centromeric retention of Bub1 isBiophysical Journal 109(11) 2418–2435
2428 Chen and Liunecessary for persistent sister chromatid cohesion during
meiosis I in oocytes. Unfortunately, however, because
Bub1 and its ultimate target of protection, cohesin, pro-
mote SAC recruitment and activation at kinetochores
(74,83), their persistent localization at the kinetochore
compromises the robustness of SAC silencing. While this
reasoning could explain the error-prone nature of meiosis
I in mammalian oocytes, it could not account for the
remarkably low error rate in meiosis I of mammalian sper-
matocytes (84,85), in which sister centromeric cohesin is
also protected. This discrepancy may derive from many
differences between oocyte meiosis I and spermatocyte
meiosis I. For instance, spermatocytes have centrosomes,
but oocytes do not (65); and the spatiotemporal dynamics
of SAC components differ between spermatocytes and oo-
cytes (86). How these differences contribute to the robust-
ness of SAC silencing would be a subject of future study,
which would certainly benefit from more detailed experi-
mental observations on spermatocyte meiosis I. In a
broader sense, different species with or without centro-
somes utilize distinct spindle configurations to complete
chromosome segregation. For instance, in Caenorhabditis
elegans meiosis, the spindle microtubules bundle in paral-
lel around the holocentric kinetochores to segregate chro-
mosomes (87). Understanding how these diverse
configurations of spindle apparatus affect the SAC mecha-
nism is the subject of future work.
Our model suggests that centrosome clustering in can-
cer cells and spindle pole focusing in oocytes play similar
functional roles: both increase the spindle pole signal and
promote SAC silencing. Hyperfocused spindle pole in
oocyte meiosis aggravates premature SAC silencing and
chromosome missegregation, much as the dominant pole
in asymmetric centrosome clustering does. But in general,
the MTOCs in acentriolar oocyte meiosis significantly
outnumber the centrosomes in cancer cell mitosis; this dif-
ference leads to a contrast in the extent of MTOC clus-
tering in the two scenarios and therein quantitative
deviations of the results in the two cases. For example,
the jump ratio upon the final kinetochore attachment in-
creases significantly as the spindle pole shrinks in the
oocyte (Fig. 4 D), whereas it stays leveled during centro-
some clustering (Fig. S5 A). This is because centrosome
clustering contributes to a much smaller actual size
change in the spindle pole (a fewfold change in volume)
than that shown in Fig. 4 D (~102-fold change in volume).
The decrease of jump ratio with spindle pole sizes derives
from the competition between the spindle pole and the un-
attached kinetochore: a large spindle pole sequesters
greater amount of SAC components and effectively op-
poses the diversion of poleward flux by the unattached
kinetochore. Expectedly, the dependence of jump ratio
on the spindle pole size attenuates with decreasing bind-
ing affinity of SAC components to the spindle pole
(Fig. S5 B).Biophysical Journal 109(11) 2418–2435We note that the model results depend on the signal
threshold required for triggering SAC silencing. If the
threshold is set sufficiently high, no SAC silencing could
happen in any case. Vice versa, sufficiently low threshold
initiates SAC silencing regardless of spindle disruption or
unattached kinetochores. In this study, the signal threshold
is assumed to remain the same for cancer cell mitosis and
oocyte meiosis. Arising from some biochemical pathway,
the threshold could admittedly vary with factors like muta-
tions or cell type-specific regulations of the signaling mole-
cules. But because the biochemical pathway for SAC in this
model is highly simplified, the model at this stage is not the
best tool to study the biochemical effects on SAC signaling.
Rather, we choose to leverage the strength of this model and
focus on the effects of spindle abnormalities on the spatio-
temporally regulated signal as a starting point. Likewise,
left unchanged are other model parameters that do not
have evidenced relationship to the centrosome clustering
process or oocyte-specific spindle assembly process. None-
theless, the model results concerning spatiotemporal regula-
tion alone already yield interesting physical insights into
aberrancies in SAC silencing. In the future when the model
is enriched with more accurate biochemical details supplied
by experiments, it can then be used to dissect the intricate
molecular interactions in SAC signaling in the milieu of
their spatiotemporal context.
Overall, our spatiotemporal model provides a perspec-
tive on dysfunctional SAC signaling and chromosome mis-
segregation beyond molecular pathways. It indicates that
coupling between kinetochore attachments and spindle
pole formation dictates the robustness of SAC silencing.
Coordinated spindle assembly in every aspect of the spin-
dle is thus important for accurate chromosome segregation.
In this sense, the model highlights an interesting feature of
the SAC that echoes its name: the SAC monitors not only
kinetochore attachments, but also the overall spindle
assembly.APPENDIX A: FORMULATION OF TRANSPORT-
ONLY MODEL
The transport-only model is formulated with compartmentalized convec-
tion-diffusion-reaction equations. Reaction terms describe the binding/un-
binding of SAC components with microtubules and spindle poles. The
whole system is divided into NKT kinetochore domains, NSP spindle pole
domains, and NSP associated cytoplasmic domains (Figs. 1 B, 2, A and B,
and 4 B). Because the model results are largely insensitive to the positions
of kinetochores as long as they are inside the spindle (Fig. S1), the kineto-
chore positions are chosen to maximize symmetry. The symmetry allows
reduction of geometry for computational efficiency. A reduced geometry
usually includes one spindle pole domain and its associated cytoplasmic
domain; the number of kinetochore domains also reduces according to
the symmetry.
The SAC components in the cytoplasm assume either the streaming or
the diffusive state. Because the streaming proteins constantly bind and un-
bind with the microtubules, the streaming state is represented by two vari-
ables—one for the proteins bound to the microtubule (Y1), and the other for
Aberrant Spindle Assembly and Aneuploidy 2429the ones unbound but can rebind to microtubules (Y0). Interconversion be-
tween Y0 and Y1 depicts the binding/unbinding dynamics between the
streaming proteins and the microtubules. In contrast, proteins in the diffu-
sive state (Y00) do not have binding affinity to the microtubule. The spatio-
temporal dynamics of the SAC components in the cytoplasm is thus
governed by Eqs. 1–3 with reflective boundary conditions at the cell
boundary.
In cytoplasm:
vY1
vt
¼ DMTV2Y1]
Diffusion
V erSPerSP  $VY1]
Poleward streaming
þkonMTðrMTÞY0  koffMTY1]
Binding=unbinding with microtubules
;
(1)
vY0 ¼ DDynV2Y0 þDDynVUext$VY0
vt ]
Diffusion
kBT]
Sequestration by spindle
konMTðrMTÞY0 þ koffMTY1]
Binding=unbinding with microtubules
;
(2)
vY00 ¼ DYV2Y00 : (3)
vt ]
Diffusion
Meanings and values of the parameters are given in Table S1. In partic-
ular, at any given location in the cell the streaming velocity is assumed to
point toward the nearest spindle pole, as indicated by the unit vector,
erSP=erSP  . The binding rate of streaming proteins, konMT, is proportional
to the local microtubule density rMT (Eq. 4). The value Uext denotes the
sequestration potential imposed by the spindle on the streaming proteins;
it phenomenologically integrates all sequestrating factors mediated by the
spindle apparatus, e.g., sequestration by spindle matrix, peri-spindle mem-
branous networks. Here, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is
temperature.
We treat the microtubule network as a mean density field that includes
both the spindle and astral microtubules (Eq. 4). The density field concen-
trates towards the spindle pole:
rMTðrÞ ¼
8>>><
>>:
NMTsp
4p
erSP  2  0:15; inside spindleð15% spherical areaÞ
NMTast
4p
erSP  2  0:85; outside spindleð85% spherical areaÞ;
(4)
where
erSP  is the distance towards the nearest spindle pole. The values
NMTsp and NMTast denote the numbers of microtubules inside and outsidethe spindle, respectively.
The mean-field treatment of the microtubule network is supported by
timescale separation in the system. The microtubules in mitosis are highly
dynamic with the average lifetime of 30 s or less. On much slower time-
scales, convection from the kinetochore to the spindle pole takes a few mi-
nutes, and the spindle pole signal in our model approaches steady state in
~10 min in somatic cell mitosis and much longer in large oocytes. This
timescale separation warrants mean-field description of the microtubule
network. In the mean-field setup, the dynamics of the microtubules areessentially lumped into the binding/unbinding dynamics of the streaming
proteins with the microtubules.
Binding/unbinding of protein with the spindle pole specifically occurs
in the spindle pole domain. This domain thus accommodates an additional
state variable for the spindle-pole bound proteins (YP). The spatiotemporal
dynamics in the spindle pole domain is governed by Eqs. 5–8. Y1, Y0, and
Y00 naturally assume continuity conditions at the spindle pole boundary
because the spindle pole is set up as a virtual domain for these variables.
The variable YP, however, lives exclusively on the spindle pole domain,
and assumes the reflective boundary condition at the spindle pole
boundary.
At the spindle pole:
vY1
vt
¼ DMTV2Y1  V
 erSPerSP  $VY1 þ kSPonMTY0
 kSPoffMTY1 konSPY1]
Sequestration by spindle pole
; (5)
vY0 2 SP
vt
¼ DDynV Y0  konMTY0
þ kSPoffMTY1 konSPY0 þ koffSPYP]
Sequestration=release by spindle pole
; (6)
vY00 ¼ DYV2Y00 ; (7)
vt
vYP ¼ DPV2YP þkonSPðY0 þ Y1Þ koffSPYP : (8)
vt ]
Sequestration by spindle pole
]
Release by spindle pole
Without knowing details of the spindle pole-binding dynamics, the
model assumes one simple scenario to effectively characterize partial
sequestration of the streaming proteins at the spindle pole. The streaming
proteins fall off the microtubules upon entering the spindle pole
(kSPoffMT ¼ 1000 s1 and kSPonMT ¼ 0), bind with the spindle pole with rate
konSP, and dissociate from the spindle pole with rate koffSP.
Finally, on each kinetochore domain, the variables for kinetochore-
bound proteins live exclusively (Eq. 9).
At the nth kinetochore,
vYKn
vt
¼ DKV2YKn: (9)
The kinetochore-binding/unbinding dynamics is characterized by the
flux boundary conditions at the kinetochore boundaries.
At the boundary of unattached kinetochores, the boundary condi-
tion characterizes the strong recruitment and turnover as diffusive
proteins:
n$GYKn ¼ konKTu

1 YKn

YmaxK
ðY0 þ Y1 þ Y00Þ]
Recruitment onto unattached kinetochore
koffKTYKn]
Turnover of diffusive proteins into cytoplasm
;
n$GY1 ¼ konKTu

1 YKn

YmaxK

Y1;
n$GY0 ¼ konKTu

1 YKn

YmaxK

Y0;
n$GY00 ¼ konKTu

1 YKn

YmaxK

Y00 þ koffKTYKn:Biophysical Journal 109(11) 2418–2435
2430 Chen and LiuAt the boundary of attached kinetochores, the boundary condition char-
acterizes the weak recruitment and issuance of streaming proteins:
n$GYKn ¼ konKTt

1 YKn

YmaxK
ðY0 þ Y1 þ Y00Þ]
Recruitment onto attached kinetochore
koffKT þ kDoffKTYKn]
Turnover of diffusive proteins and release of poleward streaming proteins
;
n$GY1 ¼ konKTt

1 YKn

YmaxK

Y1 þ kDoffKTYKn;
n$GY0 ¼ konKTt

1 YKn

YmaxK

Y0;
n$GY00 ¼ konKTt

1 YKn

YmaxK

Y00 þ koffKTYKn:
In the boundary conditions, n refers to the unit vector normal to the
kinetochore boundary. The G-values with corresponding subscripts denote
the fluxes of proteins across the kinetochore boundary. The term
ð1 YKn=YmaxK Þ sets the saturating limit of kinetochore-bound proteins.
Thevalue koffKT is the turnover rate of SACcomponents into the cytoplasm
in the diffusive state. The value konKTu is the recruitment rate of SAC compo-
nents onto the unattached kinetochore. The value kDoffKT is the transport acti-
vation rate of SAC components at the attached kinetochore. Note that konKTu
and kDoffKT phenomenologically characterize kinetochore tension.
In Eqs. 8 and 9, simple diffusion is applied to the spindle pole-bound
(YP) and kinetochore-bound (YKn) species to homogenize the concentration
of proteins in the spindle pole and kinetochore domains. This treatment
takes place because our model concerns the average dynamics in these com-
partmentalized domains. With the homogenization, the spindle pole signal
and the flux across kinetochore boundaries depend on the average concen-
tration of SAC components in the corresponding domains.APPENDIX B: FORMULATION OF BIOCHEMICAL
PATHWAY
The full transport-reaction model further incorporates the biochemical reac-
tions into the spatiotemporal dynamics. Because SAC proteins, APC/C, and
cyclin B are assumed to undergo the same transport process, the spatial
regulation terms are kept the same as in Eqs. 1–9. As the biochemical reac-
tions occur volumetrically, no modification is needed for the boundary con-
ditions. The general form of the equation looks like the following:
vYi
vt
¼ Spatial regulation flux þ Chemical reaction flux:
The chemical reaction fluxes for SAC proteins (M), APC/C (A), and cy-
clin B (C) are given in Eqs. 10–14. The fluxes carry opposite signs for the
chemically active and inactive states. There is no inactive C, because cyclin
B degradation is the major outcome of cyclin B during SAC silencing.
vMa
vt
¼ Spatial regulation kdMwAAaMa]
SAC inhibition by APC=C
þ
0
BBB@ kaMKTðtÞ]
KT-localized SAC activation
þ kaMCatðt; tDaMÞCa]
Cytoplasmic SAC activation
controlled by KT attachment
1
CCCCAM
i;
(10)
vMi ¼ Spatial regulationþ kdMwAAaMa  ðkaMKTðtÞ
vt
þ kaMCatðt; tDaMÞCaÞMi; (11)Biophysical Journal 109(11) 2418–2435vAa a a
vt
¼ Spatial regulation kdAwMM A]
APC=C inhibition by SAC
þ kaAwCCaAi]
APC=C activation by Cyclin B
þ kaAwXXaAi]
APC=C activation by SP trigger factor
;
(12)
vAi ¼ Spatial regulationþ kdAwMMaAa  kaAwCCaAi
vt
 kaAwXXaAi; (13)
vCa ¼ Spatial regulation
vt
 kdCwA ðfA=KmdCwAÞ
H
1þ ðfA=KmdCwAÞH
Aa$Ca]
Cyclin B degradation by APC=C
þ ksC]
Cyclin B synthesis
:
(14)
Please refer toTables S1 andS2 formeanings andvalues of the parameters
in Eqs. 10–14. In particular, SAC activation in Eqs. 10 and 11 gradually de-
creases with kinetochore attachments. The SAC activation term is further
broken into two parts to characterize the localized activation at the kineto-
chore and the catalyzed activation in the cytoplasm (88,89). Furthermore, cy-
clin B degradation in Eq. 14 assumes a nonlinear form to inhibit leaky
degradation before the final kinetochore attachment. Please refer to
Fig. S6 and Supporting Materials and Methods for the SAC activation
term in Eqs. 10 and 11 and the nonlinear cyclin B degradation term in Eq. 14.
Overall, the variables of the full model result from combination of
biochemical species, chemical activity states, and transport states. The
whole set of state variables are given in Table 1. Although the full model
contains ~100 partial differential equations as given in the Supporting Ma-
terials and Methods, they are combined from far fewer basic elements (see
Eqs. 1–14 above) and controlled by a limited number of parameters.
Finally, the concentration signal at the spindle pole is relayed to SAC
silencing by the trigger factor X that constitutively concentrates at the spin-
dle pole. X assumes a generic toggle switch dynamics (Eqs. 15 and 16) (90),
and fires (shifted to high value state) when cyclin B concentration, Ca, at the
spindle pole, exceeds a threshold. Autoactivation mechanism in X ensures
irreversible activation of X (90). The threshold for activating X is chosen to
be sufficiently higher than the penultimate steady-state concentration of
SAC components at the spindle pole to ensure robust signaling against
noise; it is also sufficiently lower than the final steady-state concentration
at the spindle pole to be reached within limited time. Biochemical rates
for X are adjusted to realize such a threshold:
vXa
vt
¼ Spatial regulation kdXXa]
Deactivation
þ
0
B@ kaXwCCa]
Activation by stimulus
þ kaXwXGKðk1Xa; k2; J1; J2Þ]
Autoactivation
1
CAXi;
(15)
vXi a a
vt
¼ Spatial regulation þ kdXX  ðkaXwCC
þ kaXwXGKðk1Xa; k2; J1; J2ÞÞXi; (16)
TABLE 1 List of state variables of the model
Active SAC Inactive SAC Active APC/C Inactive APC/C Active Cyclin B
Active Trigger
Factor
Inactive Trigger
Factor
Streaming: bound with MT Ma1 M
i
1 A
a
1 A
i
1 C
i
1 N/A N/A
Streaming: unbound with MT Ma0 M
i
0 A
a
0 A
i
0 C
a
0 N/A N/A
Diffusive Ma00 M
i
00 A
a
00 A
i
00 C
a
00 X
a
00 X
i
00
Bound to SP MaP M
i
P A
a
P A
i
P C
a
P X
a
P X
i
P
Inside nth KT MaKn M
1
Kn A
a
Kn A
i
Kn C
a
Kn X
a
Kn X
i
Kn
Aberrant Spindle Assembly and Aneuploidy 2431where GK refers to the Goldbeter-Koshland function.
The spatial regulation terms for X are rather simple because X is
assumed to constantly concentrate at the spindle pole. The spatial terms
are thus expressed in Eqs. 17–20, as follows:
In the cytoplasm, we have
vX00
vt
¼ DXV2X00 þ Chemical reaction flux; (17)
at the spindle pole, we have
vX00
vt
¼ DXV2X00  konSPXX00 þ koffSPXXP]
Binding=unbinding with spindle pole
þ Chemical reaction flux;
(18)
vXP
vt
¼ DPV2XP þ konSPXX00  koffSPXXP
þ Chemical reaction flux; (19)
at the nth kinetochore, we have
vXKn
vt
¼ DKV2XKn þ Chemical reaction flux; (20)
and with the flux boundary condition independent of the attachment status
of the kinetochore, we have
n$GXKn ¼ konKTXX00  koffKTXXKn and
n$GX00 ¼ konKTXX00 þ koffKTXXKn:
APPENDIX C: MICROTUBULE DENSITY DURING
CENTROSOME CLUSTERING
Centrosome clustering causes spatial overlapping of the microtubule
networks organized by the clustering spindle poles (Fig. 2 B, area in
the spindle with a heavier shade). In this area microtubule density is
doubled. For simplicity, the model does not differentiate the microtubule
network to which the streaming protein is bound. The velocity of
streaming protein in the overlapped region is assumed to point towards
the nearest spindle pole (Fig. 2 B, schematically indicated by magenta
arrows), regardless of the microtubule network to which the protein is
actually bound.APPENDIX D: STOCHASTIC SIMULATIONS FOR
EVALUATION OF SIGNAL ROBUSTNESS
Stochastic simulations are used to evaluate the probability of SAC silencing
induced by fluctuation noises. The probability is 100% for any parameter or
geometric setup that deterministically causes SAC silencing. In a stochastic
simulation, SAC silencing is registered if cyclin B level drops to <10% of
its maximal level within the designated simulation cutoff time—10%
maximum cyclin B level roughly corresponds to the cyclin B level required
for mitotic or meiotic exit. The cutoff time is 2 h for mitosis and 25 h for
meiosis to match a few times their realistic durations in reality.
Because the study concerns how variations in the spatiotemporal regula-
tion influence robustness of the spindle pole signal-triggered SAC silencing,
stochastic fluctuations are specifically implemented in the spindle pole
signal, i.e., cyclin B activity. Noise in the cyclin B signal results from fluc-
tuations in cyclin B concentration and biochemical activity. A high cyclin B
concentration at the spindle pole leads to very small concentration fluctua-
tions. With ~100 nM bulk concentration for most SAC components, a spin-
dle pole ~cubic micron in volume and a protein concentration several
hundred times the bulk concentration accumulates at least 104 molecules
of each biochemical species. The relative fluctuations in molecule number
are thus no more than ~1%. Besides, fluctuations in individual kinetochore
tension are averaged and smoothed by the transport dynamics, causing
much lower level of fluctuations at the spindle pole (Fig. S7). Finally, fluc-
tuations in biochemical activities could stem from fluctuations in protein
conformation, variations in protein expression level, etc. Here we simply
lump all these stochastic effects into a dynamic noise in the biochemical re-
action rates controlled by cyclin B.
Exclusively at the spindle pole region, a relative noise is implemented as
a multiplier x(t) to the reaction rates that involve Ca in Eqs. 10–16, except
for the degradation of cyclin B itself. For example, the APC/C dynamics
at the spindle pole in Eq.12 is replaced by Eq. 21. The whole set of revised
equations is given in the Supporting Materials and Methods:
vAa
vt
¼ Spatial regulation kdAwMMaAa
þ kaAwCCað1þ xðtÞÞAi þ kaAwXXaAi: (21)
Intracellular noises usually assume multiple timescales. Fast noises
likely average out and have little effects on slow processes. But slow noises
on timescales comparable to the process of interest could significantly
affect the process. Because our model is mainly concerned with the ability
of the transport mechanism to distinguish the number of attached kineto-
chores, the most important process of interest is the transduction of infor-
mation from the kinetochores to the spindle pole. This process is
mediated by dynein-dependent transport along the spindle microtubules,
which takes time on the order of minutes. Therefore, we impose on the
noise term a memory effect of 2 min. For easy implementation, the noise
term x(t) assumes a piecewise function with segments of 2 min; random
numbers with mean value 1 are assigned to each segment. Mathematically,
x(t)¼ xn, where n¼ floor(t/2 min). xn ~ N(1, q), where q characterizes noise
level of (q  100)%.Biophysical Journal 109(11) 2418–2435
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2432 Chen and LiuAPPENDIX E: GEOMETRY REDUCTION FOR
STOCHASTIC SIMULATIONS
To reduce the computational cost for the lengthy stochastic simulations, we
perform the simulations on 2D-axisymmetric geometry (Fig. 5 A) in
replacement of the 3D geometry. Such axisymmetric geometry is character-
ized by two spatial variables r and z.
Robust SAC silencing signal at the spindle pole stems from the
competition between the total fluxes of SAC components through the
attached kinetochores versus the total fluxes through the unattached kinet-
ochores. Therefore, it is a good approximation to lump the total fluxes
through the unattached kinetochores into one domain at the center of the
cell, and lump those through the attached kinetochores into another toroid
domain away from the central domain for the unattached kinetochores
(Fig. 5 A).
To conserve the total fluxes of SAC components through the unattached
kinetochores, the volume of the central spherical domain must equal the to-
tal volume of unattached kinetochores. Therefore, the radius of the central
spherical domain is given by
rcent ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
NuKT
3
p
RKT; (22)
where NuKT denotes the number of unattached kinetochores.
Similarly, the volume of the toroid domain must equal the total
volume of attached kinetochores. Hence the tube radius of the torus is
given by
rtorus ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
6NaKTR
3
KT

pRtorus
q
; (23)
where NaKT denotes the number of attached kinetochores and Rtorus is the
circumferential radius of the torus.
As expected, the spindle pole signal computed from the 2D simulation is
highly consistent with that from the 3D simulation (Fig. 5 B).SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Supporting Materials and Methods, one note, seven figures, and three
tables are available at http://www.biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/
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